successfully to support the pragmatic arguments of Baade and the Air-conditioning and Refrigeration Institute of USA for retention of the pure tone qualification procedure and to modify a constant in the International Standard ISO 3741:1999͑E͒ for measurement of sound power in a reverberation room.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper gives an equation for the relative covariance of the transmission function of a reverberant room. The equation depends on the distribution of the modal frequency spacings. This paper describes experimental measurements of the modal frequency spacings in a reverberation room and the analysis of these measurements which indicate that the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble ͑GOE͒ is a good model of the modal frequency spacings.
The 1996 version of the draft international standard ISO/ DIS 3741, "Acoustics-Determination of sound power levels of noise sources using sound pressure-Precision methods for reverberation rooms," ͑ISO, 1996͒ deleted the room qualification procedure for the measurement of discrete frequency components. The alternative multiple source position method was retained. This paper shows that there was an error in the constant in the equation for determining the number of source positions in the retained alternative multiple source position method. It also shows that the multiple source position method is not sufficient at low modal overlap. Thus the room qualification procedure needed to be reinstated. The arguments in this paper were presented to the ISO Working Group which was revising and combining ISO 3741:1988͑E͒ and ISO 3742:1988͑E͒ ͑ISO, 1988͒ . This resulted in the room qualification procedure for the measurement of discrete frequency components being reinstated and the error in the constant being corrected in ISO 3741:1999͑E͒ ͑ISO, 1999͒.
The measurement variance can be split into source position, receiver position, and room variance. The room variance depends on the distribution of modal spacings. Earlier theoretical and numerical calculations used the Poisson or "nearest neighbor" distributions. Both these distributions produce nonzero room variance. The GOE distribution, which is currently believed to be correct, produces zero room variance at high modal overlap. At low modal overlap, the GOE and nearest neighbor distributions produce room variance values which tend toward the nonzero values produced by the Poisson distribution.
II. THEORY
The transmission function of a reverberation room is defined to be the square of the modulus of the ratio of the reverberant field sound pressure at a point in the room to the volume velocity of the sound source. The case considered is where LN measurements of the transmission function are made from each of N sources positions to each of L receiver positions and the LN measurements are averaged before further statistical calculations are made. These further statistical calculations would typically be the calculation of means, variances, or covariances across excitation frequency or room shape. Theoretical work by Lyon ͑1969͒, Davy ͑1981b͒, and Weaver ͑1989a͒ has shown that if the transmission function is averaged over an array of N source positions and L receiver positions, the relative covariance of the averaged transmission function at two angular frequencies which differ by is given by 
␥ is the decay rate of the modal amplitudes in nepers per unit of time, n is the modal density in number of modes per unit of angular frequency, p͑x͒ is the modal amplitude as a function of position x in the room, and C is a function of the distribution of the modal frequency spacings. The angular brackets ͗ ͘ in Eq. ͑4͒ denote the average value over position x in the room. is Schroeder's ͑1987a, 1987b͒ frequency autocorrelation function with angular frequency as the argument and M is the statistical modal overlap which is the product of the modal density with the statistical bandwidth of the modes. The statistical bandwidth of a mode is twice the effective or noise bandwidth of the mode and times the half power or 3 dB bandwidth of the mode. For a rectangular parallelepiped room with rigid walls, K is equal to ͑3 / 2͒ 3 , ͑3 / 2͒ 2 , or ͑3/2͒ for oblique, tangential, or axial modes, respectively. C is equal to 0, 1/2, or 1 for Poisson, nearest neighbor, or GOE distributions of modal frequency spacings. Legrand et al. ͑1995͒ ͑Legrand and Mortessagne, 1996͒ showed that, while Schroeder's ͑1987a, 1987b͒ frequency autocorrelation function is correct for the Poisson case, it needs to be replaced with ͑1−͑ / 2␥͒ 2 ͒ / ͓1+͑ / 2␥͒ 2 ͔ 2 in the GOE version of the covariance of the real part of the input impedance case ͑the number of receiver positions L equals infinity͒. Because this paper is only concerned with = 0, this correction will not be considered further in this paper.
Equation ͑1͒ is only correct for the nearest neighbor and GOE cases if the statistical modal overlap is not too low. As the statistical modal overlap tends to zero, the relative covariance tends to that given by the Poisson version of Eq. ͑1͒, where C = 0 regardless of the distribution of the modal frequency spacings ͑Lyon, 1969; Davy, 1981b; Weaver, 1989a; Lobkis et al., 2000; Langley and Cotoni, 2005͒ . This is because the actual distribution of modal spacings only has an effect on the relative covariance of the pure tone transmission function if the modal responses are likely to overlap significantly in the frequency domain. Equation ͑1͒ does not include the increase in the theoretical relative variance due to the variability of the decay rates of the modes ͑Burkhardt and Weaver, 1996͒ because this increase usually makes the agreement between theory and experiment worse. A good review of this research area is given in Sec. 3.2.4 of Tanner and Sondergaard, 2007. The Poisson or exponential distribution of modal frequency spacings results if the modal frequencies are distributed independently of each other. If the mean value is normalized to 1, the probability density function is e −x , the cumulative distribution function is 1 − e −x , and the fraction of values in the bin from x to y is e −x − e −y . The fluctuations of the pure tone transmission function of a reverberant room over frequency are also distributed according to the Poisson or exponential distribution ͑Schroeder, 1987b͒.
The other two distributions result if the modal frequencies repel each other. The nearest neighbor distribution was adopted by Lyon ͑1969͒ from early experimental work on the distribution of energy levels in atomic nuclei, and used mainly because it simplifies the mathematics since only the exponential of x and not x 2 is involved. If the mean value is normalized to 1, the probability density function is 4xe −2x , the cumulative distribution function is 1 − ͑1+2x͒e −2x , and the fraction of values in the bin from x to y is ͑1+2x͒e −2x − ͑1+2y͒e −2y . The GOE distribution of spacings does not have an elementary function representation. According to Weaver ͑1989b͒, it can be well approximated by the Rayleigh or Wigner distribution. If the mean value is normalized to 1, the probability density function of the Rayleigh or Wigner distribution is ͑x / 2͒exp͑−x 2 / 4͒, the cumulative distribution function is 1 − exp͑−x 2 / 4͒, and the fraction of values in the bin from x to y is exp͑−x 2 / 4͒ − exp͑−y 2 / 4͒. The fluctuations of the square root of the pure tone transmission function of a reverberant room over frequency are also distributed according to the Rayleigh or Wigner distribution ͑Schroeder, 1987b͒. According to Weaver ͑1989a͒, recent studies on the distribution of the spacings of energy levels of atomic nuclei suggest than the GOE spacing distribution should apply to the spacings of modal frequencies in reverberation rooms. Equation ͑2͒ of Lyon, 1969 is the probability density function for the Rayleigh or Wigner distribution. Note that the constants in this Eq. ͑2͒ of Lyon, 1969 are not correct if ͗E͘ is interpreted as the mean of the distribution. The mean of the distribution given by Eq. ͑2͒ of Lyon, 1969 is ͱ / 2͗E͘.
The conditional modal density n͑ l ͉ m ͒ is the modal density at l given that there is a mode at m . If the modes are distributed independently of each other, n͑ l ͉ m ͒ equals the modal density at l , namely, n͑ l ͒. If the modal density is normalized to 1, the conditional modal density n͑ l ͉ m ͒ can be written as 1 − Y͑ l − m ͒, where Y is the two point cluster function. Y͑x͒ is equal to 0, e −4͉x͉ , or s 2 ͑x͒ − J͑x͒D͑x͒, respectively, for the exponential, nearest neighbor, or GOE spacing distributions. D is the derivative of s, s͑x͒ equals sin͑x͒ / ͑x͒, and
The function sgn͑x͒ is equal to 1, 0, or Ϫ1 if x is positive, zero, or negative, respectively. The constant C in Eq. ͑1͒ is the integral of Y from −ϱ to ϱ. Thus it can be seen that one needs to know the distribution of modal frequency spacings in order to be able to apply Eq. ͑1͒. Comparison of Eq. ͑1͒ with experimental results suggests that the GOE spacing distribution is the most appropriate distribution to use. This is because Eq. ͑1͒ tends to over-estimate experimental results and the GOE spacing distribution gives the lowest results. However, it is still desirable to make a direct determination of the distribution of modal frequency spacings. This is not easy to do because the modes can only be separated if the modal overlap is less than 1. This explains why there have not been any previous experimental determinations of room modal frequency spacing statistics. Schroeder ͑1987a͒ used electromagnetic microwaves in metallic cavities, while Weaver ͑1989b͒ used ultrasonic vibrations in solid blocks. These two approaches enabled them both to obtain the necessary low values of modal overlap.
III. EXPERIMENTS
The measurements described in this paper were made in a 607 m 3 reverberation room between 14 and 90 Hz. The room has an irregular pentagonal floor plan and a sloping ceiling, but its walls are vertical. Its shell is constructed of 300 mm thick reinforced concrete. The measurements were made with the room in four different configurations. The first two configurations were the bare room ͑denoted as bareempty͒ and the bare room with 22.5 m 2 of 50 mm thickness 100 kg/ m 3 density mineral wool on the floor of the room ͑bare-sillan͒. The mineral wool was sold under the trade name of Sillan. The second two configurations were with 32 diffusing panels added to the room. The total area ͑all sides͒ of these panels and other diffusing surfaces in the room was 141 m 2 . The measurements were again made without ͑diff-empty͒ and with the Sillan ͑diff-sillan͒.
A Marconi type TF2101 Wien bridge oscillator was used above 30 Hz because of its good frequency stability. Below 30 Hz an Exact type 250 function generator was used. The frequency was monitored by a Racal type SA520 frequency counter running in period mode. The signal was fed to Celestion type G18C 450 mm diameter loudspeaker via a Leak TL/25 Plus power amplifier. The loudspeaker was mounted in a small box and placed in one of the floor corners facing into the corner. The output voltage of the Leak amplifier was maintained at 10 V by monitoring it with a B&K type 2409 voltmeter. A B&K type 4131 1 in. condenser microphone and its associated microphone preamplifier were placed in the only right-angle corner of the room and powered from a B&K type 2107 frequency analyzer. The output of the analyzer was displayed on a B&K type 2301 or 2305 high speed level recorder and on a BWD type 502 oscilloscope. Because the frequency analyzer could only be tuned down to 20 Hz, a low pass filter with a 3 dB down point of 32 Hz was used between the analyzer and the display devices for frequencies less than 20 Hz. This was necessary to avoid detecting the excitation of higher frequency modes by higher harmonics of the test signal. The oscilloscope was also useful for this purpose. For the same reason, the analyzer was used in its maximum selectivity mode for measurements above 20 Hz. This gives a bandwidth of about 3%.
A thermohydrograph was used to monitor the temperature and humidity of the room and a fan was run between measurements to stir the air in the room in order to avoid stratification. The measured peaks in the frequency response of the room were assumed to correspond to the modal frequencies. Because of the irregular shape of the room, degenerate modal frequencies were considered to be unlikely. All the measurements were performed at temperatures close to 10°C. Since the modal frequencies vary with temperature because of variation in the speed of sound, the modal frequencies were converted to wavelengths using the measured air temperature and then converted to equivalent frequencies for a temperature of 10°C.
IV. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The number of modes less than a given frequency is plotted in Fig. 1 for all four room configurations. The values for the two cases without diffusers agree fairly well with each other, but the two cases with diffusers differ from each other and the first two cases above 40 Hz. This was quite unexpected. It had originally been expected that any major differences between the measured values would be due to modal frequencies having been missed. It had been planned to insert missing modes by comparing the four cases. However, it now became apparent that this would lead to major subjective additions to the measured results and it was decided to make no additions to the measured frequencies. Also shown in Fig. 1 are the theoretical asymptotic equation for a rectangular parallelepiped room with rigid walls and the same equation if only the room volume term is included. Again it is surprising that all the measured values are less than the theoretical equation. However, they are all greater than the volume term except for the diff-empty case near 90 Hz. It is hard to ascribe these results to missed modal frequencies when the diff-sillan case, with the highest modal overlap, is greater than the other three cases around 60 Hz and greater than the diff-empty case above 40 Hz. It should be pointed out that the theoretical equation is only valid for rigid walls. Balian and Bloch ͑1970͒ showed that the surface term can vary between plus three times and minus the rigid wall term for a lossless wall as the imaginary part of the admittance of the wall varies between −ϱ and +ϱ. The author is not aware of any theoretical treatment for lossy walls.
It had originally been intended to use the theoretical equation for normalizing the measured frequency spacings to unity. However, because of the differences between theory and experiment this was not possible. An approach similar to that used by Weaver ͑1989a, 1989b͒ was followed. Because the theoretical equation is a cubic in frequency, a cubic polynomial in frequency was fitted to each case using the method of least-squares. The respective cubic equation was then used to transform the measured frequencies for each particular case into a sequence of normalized frequencies. The differences between adjacent frequencies were calculated and these differences were grouped into 11 bins of 0.25 width from 0 to 2.75 and a bin containing those values greater than 2.75. The distribution of values in the bins for each case was similar so the numbers in each bin for the four cases were added together. The number in each bin was then divided by the total number of normalized frequencies to obtain the fraction of the total number in each bin. These experimentally determined fractions were then compared with the theoretical fractions for the Poisson, nearest neighbor, and Rayleigh distributions. The Rayleigh distribution was used as an approximation to the GOE spacing distribution. The result is shown in Fig. 2 . The horizontal axis shows the top of each bin of width 0.25 except for 3.0 which is the bin for all values greater than 2.75. It can be seen that the Rayleigh distribution agrees with the experimental results much better than the other two distributions. The goodness of fit was compared by calculating chi-squared values. This was done by calculating the square of the difference between the experimental and theoretical fractions and dividing by the theoretical fraction for each bin. The values so obtained were summed across each bin and the total multiplied by the total number of experimental values. The values so obtained were 109.7, 31.2, and 8.3 for the Poisson, nearest neighbor, and Rayleigh distributions. These values should be distributed as chi-squared with 11 degrees of freedom if the particular distribution is correct. This is Pearson's chi-squared goodness-of fit test ͓see Eq. ͑30.5͒ of Kendall and Stuart, 1967͔ . The 109.7 and 31.2 lie outside the 99% confidence limits while the 8.3 lies within the 50% confidence limits. Hence statistically the Rayleigh distribution is the only one that is likely to be correct. The root mean square ͑rms͒ deviation of the theory from the experiment was also calculated. The results were 0.074, 0.032, and 0.015 for the Poisson, nearest neighbor, and Rayleigh distributions, respectively, which again shows that the Rayleigh distribution agrees best with experiment. The total number of room modal frequency spacings from the four different room configurations used to generate the room curve in Fig. 2 was 209.
The data of other authors on modal frequency spacing were analyzed in the same manner. Weaver ͑1989b͒ had 313 ultrasonic modal frequency spacings from two different solids in 12 different bins. His chi-squared values were 142.2, 35.1, and 4.7, while the rms deviations were 0.068, 0.025, and 0.01. The 142.2 and 35.1 are outside the 99% confidence limits while the 4.7 is within the 90% confidence limits. Lyon ͑1969͒ quoted data gathered by Gurevich and Pevsner ͑1957͒ on 63 energy level spacings from several heavy atomic nuclei in 15 bins. Their chi-squared values were 31.9, 11.5, and 16.3, while the rms deviations were 0.059, 0.029, and 0.025. The 31.9 is outside the 99% confidence limits while the 11.5 and 16.3 both lie inside the 50% confidence limits. Thus in this we can reject the Poisson distribution but cannot choose between the nearest neighbor or Rayleigh distribution. This means that the data that Lyon ͑1969͒ used to justify the choice of the nearest neighbor distribution can equally well be used to justify the choice of the Rayleigh distribution and hence of the GOE spacing distribution. Schroeder ͑1987a͒ used 228 microwave modal frequency spacings grouped into 15 bins. His chi-squared values were 95.9, 29.4, and 32.7, while his rms deviations were 0.054, 0.020, and 0.020. The 95.9 and 32.7 are outside the 99% confidence limits and the 29.4 is outside the 98% confidence limits. Thus Schroeder's ͑1987a, 1987b͒ data do not agree with any of the distributions examined in this paper.
V. THE MULTIPLE SOURCE POSITION METHOD
Equation ͑3͒ of ANSI, 1980 is used to compute the number of source positions to be used in the multiple source position method for measurement of sound power in a reverberant room. This equation also appears as Eq. ͑4͒ of ISO, 1996. Baade asked for clarification of the statement in Davy, 1989 that "It was also shown that the value of the constant 0.79 in equation ͑3͒ of ANSI ͑1980͒ is wrong because of an error in Lyon's ͑1969͒ paper." It is shown in the following that the constant should be approximately 1.
Using the notation of Eq. ͑1͒ above, Eq. ͑3͒ of ANSI, 1980 can be reorganized to read
where B is the constant K of Eq. ͑3͒ of ANSI, 1980, K =27/ 8, and a =1/ 2. In other words, the relative variance of the averaged transmission function of the reverberation room must be less than 1 / B. Comparison of the right hand side of Eq. ͑6͒ with the right hand side of Eq. ͑1͒ shows that Eq. ͑6͒ cannot be theoretically correct. This is because the term which multiplies 1 / M does depend on the number of receiver positions L, and cannot be expressed as a constant divided by N, the number of source locations. However, it will be assumed that L is large enough so that it can be set to infinity in the term which multiplies 1 / M. Setting to zero in Eq. ͑1͒ gives
This approximation is reasonable because the term ͓͑K −1͒ / L͔ + 1 tends to 1 as L increases and becomes almost independent of L for large values of L. On the other hand, the term 1 / LN continues to decrease as L increases.
For the GOE distributions of modal frequency spacings, which is now believed to be correct, Eq. ͑7͒ becomes
since C = 1 for this case. The right hand side of Eq. ͑6͒ agrees with the right hand side of Eq. ͑8͒ except for the fact that K should have one subtracted from it instead of being multiplied by a =1/ 2. Averaging over all possible receiver positions enables a true estimate of the sound power actually injected into the room. Setting the number of receiver positions L to infinity, the number of source positions N to 1, and the angular frequency difference to 0 in Eq. ͑1͒ gives the relative variance of the real part of the input impedance of a reverberation room,
Lyon ͑1969͒ obtained this equation with the correct value C equals zero in the Poisson case. In the nearest neighbor case, he obtained this equation with Ka instead of K − C, where C equals 1/2. For high modal overlap Lyon's ͑1969͒ a is equal to 1/2, and this is the value used in Eq. ͑3͒ of ANSI, 1980.
Assuming a rectangular parallelepiped room with rigid walls, and ignoring tangential and axial modes, K is equal to ͑3 / 2͒ 3 =27/ 8. Lyon's ͑1969͒ value for Ka, as used in the standard, is then 27/16. In the nearest neighbor case K − C =27/ 8−1/ 2=23/ 8 and the constant needs to be multiplied by ͑23/ 8͒ / ͑27/ 16͒ =46/ 27= 1.70. In the now accepted GOE case K − C =27/ 8−1=19/ 8 and the constant needs to be multiplied by ͑19/ 8͒ / ͑27/ 16͒ =38/ 27= 1.41. Weaver ͑1989a͒ stated that "This author is inclined somewhat to K = 3.0 which is appropriate for a Gaussian distribution of amplitudes and based on vague arguments invoking the central limit theorem." For K = 3 and GOE case, the constant needs to be multiplied by 2 / ͑27/ 16͒ =32/ 27= 1.19.
For the Poisson case, Lyon ͑1969͒ derived equations for the relative covariance of the real part of the input impedance and for the relative covariance of the transmission function. For the nearest neighbor case, he derived an incorrect equation for the relative covariance of the real part of the input impedance. Waterhouse ͑1978͒ published a paper giving theoretical equations which were very different from those derived by Lyon ͑1969͒.
The main purpose of Davy ͑1981b͒ was to reject Waterhouse's ͑1978͒ paper and to support Lyon's ͑1969͒ paper both theoretically and experimentally. While doing so, Davy found and corrected Lyon's ͑1969͒ error in the equation for the relative covariance of the real part of the input impedance in the nearest neighbor case. One of the puzzles of Lyon's ͑1969͒ paper was that it should have been possible to combine his equations for the covariance of the real part of the input impedance and the covariance of the transmission function by deriving the covariance of the transmission averaged over a number of source and receiver positions. It was not obvious from Lyon's ͑1969͒ paper how to do this. In fact, Eq. ͑3͒ of ANSI ͑ANSI, 1980͒ is based on a reasonable but incorrect guess of how to combine the equations.
Equation ͑3͒ of ANSI, 1980 is based on Eq. ͑6͒ of Maling, 1973. Section 2.2 of Lubman, 1974 attributes this guess to Andres. The correct way to combine the variances is shown by Eq. ͑1͒ with the angular frequency difference set equal to zero. However, because the number of receiver positions L is normally relatively large, Eq. ͑8͒ shows that the form of the incorrect guess is approximately correct in the GOE case for high modal overlap where C is equal to 1. Only the constant needs to be changed in Eq. ͑3͒ of ANSI, 1980. Note that the above assumptions make the room variance zero. The argument against the multiple source position method is that this room variance is not zero at low frequencies.
The main contribution of Davy ͑1981b͒ was to show how to combine these equations in the Poisson case. Like Lyon ͑1969͒, Davy ͑1981a, 1981b͒ was unable to derive a equation for the relative covariance of the transmission function in the nearest neighbor case. Davy ͑1981a, 1981b͒ guessed that the equation was obtained from the Poisson case by replacing K with K −1/ 2, which he had shown was true for the equation for the covariance of the real part of the input impedance.
Davy ͑1987͒ used the data from seven experiments based on the pure tone qualification procedure, to calculate the value of K which gave his equation, for the covariance of the averaged transmission function, the best fit to the experimental data. In these experiments, the angular frequency difference was 0, the number of source positions averaged over was 1, and the number of independent receiver positions increased linearly over the frequency range from 100 to 630 Hz because of the use of a circular microphone traverse. Davy ͑1987͒ obtained the value K − C equals 2.16. If tangential and axial modes were ignored, Davy's ͑1987͒ theoretical estimates were K = 3.375 for the Poisson case and K − 0.5 = 2.875 for nearest neighbor case. If tangential and axial modes were included, Davy's ͑1987͒ theoretical estimates were K = 3.10 for the Poisson case and K − 0.5= 2.60 for the nearest neighbor case.
Weaver ͑1989a͒ pointed out that the GOE distribution was more appropriate, and derived an equation for the covariance of the averaged transmission function in the GOE case. His method also applied to the nearest neighbor case, and showed that Davy's ͑1987͒ guess for the covariance of the average transmission function in this case was incorrect. Weaver's ͑1989a͒ equation alters the form of the equation from Davy's ͑1987͒ equation and not just the value of K. However, if number of receiving positions is large, Eq. ͑8͒
shows that it replaces K with K − 1. Thus the theoretical estimates in Davy, 1987 for the GOE case become K −1 = 2.375 and K − 1 = 2.10, depending on whether tangential and axial modes are excluded or included. If Weaver's ͑1989a͒ estimate of K equals 3.0 is accepted, then K −1 equals 2.0. Hence the GOE values agree well with the experimental result of K − 1 = 2.16 from the pure tone qualification procedure. It should be noted that there are still some problems predicting the results of other measurements ͑Davy, 1987͒.
The 2.10 theoretical value and the 2.16 experimental value depend on the percentage of tangential and axial modes. Thus they depend on room volume and frequency. It must be borne in mind that the above results are for a 607 m 3 reverberation room. Reverberation rooms will normally be smaller than this volume. Thus these values would be expected to be slightly smaller in smaller reverberation rooms. On the other hand, Eq. ͑8͒ gives results which are slightly too small because the number of receiver positions has been set equal to infinity in the second term. To avoid the need to calculate the percentage of axial and tangential modes, the use of the 2.375= 19/ 8 value for K − 1 in Eq. ͑8͒ is suggested. As shown above this means that the 0.79 constant should be multiplied by 1.41 to give 1.11. It is further suggested that this value be rounded to 1. This makes K −1 equal to 2.16, which is equal to Davy's ͑1987͒ experimental value and close to the three theoretical GOE values of 2.375, 2.10, and 2.0 which were calculated above.
A more exact re-analysis of Davy's ͑1987͒ original data, taking account of Weaver's ͑1989a͒ change to the form of Eq. ͑1͒, has yielded a value of K = 3.10 with 90% confidence limits of Ϯ0.34. This is in agreement with the three theoretical values of 3.375, 3.10, and 3.0. Note that the re-analysis has only reduced the experimental estimate of K − 1 by 0.06 which is much less than the experimental uncertainty. Experimental measurements on a block by Lobkis et al. ͑2000͒ gave K = 2.65. Measurements on a plate by Langley and Brown ͑2004b͒ produced K = 2.5. Numerical calculations on two dimensional plates by Brown ͑2004b, 2004a͒ and  Cotoni ͑2005͒ produced a range of values for K including 2.5, 2.52, 2.67, 2.74, 2.75, 2.86, 2.87, and 3.01.
VI. THE PURE TONE QUALIFICATION PROCEDURE
The room qualification procedure for the measurement of discrete frequency components was deleted from the draft international standard ͑ISO, 1996͒. The alternative multiple source position method was retained. Baade asked for clarification of the statement "It is now known that multiple source positions will not necessarily solve all the problems, and hence it is desirable that all reverberation rooms which are to be used for sound power measurements should pass the qualification procedure." This statement appears in Davy, 1981a, and Davy, 1981a is Appendix C of Davy ͑1989͒.
The author's analysis of the 125-1000 Hz experimental values of source position variance in Fig. 3 of Maling, 1973 produces an experimental value of K − C in Eq. ͑5͒ equal to 0.68. This is much less than Davy's ͑1987͒ experimental K − C estimate of 2.16 ͑and the re-analyzed 2.10 estimate͒ for the total variance case, which was obtained using the pure tone qualification procedure's frequency variation method. This shows experimentally that source position variation does not produce the total variance that exists in pure tone measurements. In turn, this suggests that the pure tone qualification procedure should have been included in ISO, 1996. Bodlund ͑1977͒ and Jacobsen ͑1979͒ separated the total variance into a room variance and a source position variance. Using numerical procedures, Bodlund ͑1977͒ obtained K − C equals 1.42 for the room variance and K − C equals 2.84 for the source position variance. Using theoretical techniques, and the Poisson assumption for the room variance case, Jacobsen ͑1979͒ obtained K − C equals 1 for the room variance and K − C equals 2.375 for the source position variance.
Note that Jacobsen's ͑1979͒ results are summed to produce K − C equals 3.375, which is the correct result for the total variance in the Poisson case, providing that tangential and axial modes are ignored. Also note that Jacobsen's ͑1979͒ equations do include the effects of tangential and axial modes, but these terms have been ignored in this analysis. Bodlund's ͑1977͒ results are summed to produce K − C equals 4.26 for the total variance. Both Jacobsen's ͑1979͒ and Bodlund's ͑1977͒ results are much higher than Maling's ͑1973͒ experimental result for the source position variance. Nevertheless, they both show that the room variance is significant. Since this room variance cannot be reduced by source position averaging, these results suggest that the pure tone qualification procedure should be included in ISO, 1996. Bodlund's ͑1977͒ and Jacobsen's ͑1979͒ results have been reiterated by Tohyama et al. ͑1989͒ and pp. 198-199 of Tohyama et al., 1995. Setting the number of source positions N and the number of receiver positions L equal to infinity and the angular frequency difference to zero in Eq. ͑1͒ gives
for the room variance. This means that K − C is equal to 1 − C for the room variance. Thus for the Poisson distribution, K − C is equal to 1 for the room variance. This agrees with Jacobsen's ͑1979͒ theoretical result. It is also the result obtained for Davy's ͑1981b͒ incorrect guess of the form of Eq. ͑1͒ for the nearest neighbor distribution. ͑Davy ͑1981b͒ effectively guessed that C was equal to zero and that K was replaced by K −1/ 2.͒ The correct result for the nearest neighbor distribution is K − C equal to 1/2 for the room variance. For the GOE distribution, K − C is equal to zero for the room variance. This surprising result suggests that the multiple source position method is equivalent to the pure tone qualification procedure. However, it will soon be seen that this result is not valid at low frequencies.
If the room variance and source position variance are uncorrelated, subtracting Eq. ͑10͒ from Eq. ͑9͒ gives the source position variance of the real part of the input impedance,
Ignoring tangential and axial modes, this agrees with Jacobsen's ͑1979͒ theoretical value of K − C = K −1=23/ 8 = 2.375 for the source position variance. It is interesting to note that this is independent of the modal frequency spacing distribution as Jacobsen ͑1979͒ showed.
Equation ͑1͒ is not valid for the nearest neighbor and GOE distributions of modal spacings at low values of the statistical modal overlap M. For low values of M, the relative covariance for these distributions tend to that for the Poisson distribution ͑see Fig. 1 of Weaver, 1989a, Fig. 13 of Lyon, 1969 , Appendix B of Davy, 1981a , Lobkis et al., 2000 . This trend does not have a great effect on the total variance because it is offset by the increasing percentages of tangential and axial modes as the frequency reduces and the increasing variance of decay rate at low frequencies.
However, Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ show that the choice of distribution only affects the room variance ͑via C͒, while the percentages of tangential and axial modes only affect the source position variance ͑via K͒. Also the room variance is less than half the total variance. This means that all the increase due to low modal overlap occurs in the smaller room variance, which is not decreased by the increasing percentages of tangential and axial modes. Thus this effect is very significant for room variance. This means that the GOE distribution of modal spacings predicts significant room variance at low frequencies. This is the frequency region where the variances are most significant because they are largest. Again, since this room variance cannot be reduced by source position averaging, this result suggests that the pure tone qualification procedure should be included in ISO, 1996 . The use of three or more source positions will make the source position variance less than the low frequency limit of the room variance.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The modal frequency spacings of a reverberation room are distributed according to the Rayleigh or Wigner distribution. Since this distribution is a good approximation to the GOE spacing distribution, the use of the GOE distribution in reverberation room theories is justified. The modal frequency spacings are not distributed according to the Poisson or exponential distribution or the nearest neighbor distribution.
All the experimental, theoretical, and numerical research results suggest that the pure tone qualification procedure should be included in ISO, 1996 . The value of the constant 0.79 should be increased to 1 in the equation used to calculate the number of source positions in the multiple source method in ISO, 1996 . These recommended changes were made when ISO ͑1999͒ was released.
